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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates,
Historic Widespread Flooding in the USA, The Illegal Alien/Terrorist/ Embedded
Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern border, Against the 5G
Rollout & the 20,000 Satellites to be Launched Sending Focused Beams of 5G &
6G Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth, For the New Zealanders
(especially the Christians) to wake up and push back against all their freedoms
being taken away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the
witchcraft being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and
destruction, Pray against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the
plans & wickedness of high level politicians like Jared Kushner, Nancy Pelosi,
Chuck Schumer and Maxine Waters, For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them,
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to

receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima
Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down
Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place
Worldwide, Against Further Vote Rigging, Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin
American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders
imbedded in America, Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe,
America and Canada, The eradication of CERN and all 30,000 particle colliders
worldwide & the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of
all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT
movement and the normalization of pedophilia and the sexualization of the
children to be stopped, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and
adults caught in these Luciferian/Satanic networks, For the eradication of all adult
and child pornography, bestiality pornography and snuff film sources and
businesses, For the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, The eradication of
all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the
powers of witchcraft from the owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’
businesses, the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs & Nexrad
Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation and NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators
used to create tsunamis and storm surge plus all DEW’s (Directed Energy
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, the eradication worldwide of all planned
deep state & Muslim false flag events, , the Chateaux Des Armouis AKA the:
“Mothers of Darkness Castle” & “A Thousand Points of Light”. A short list of the
institutions which are now run by Satanists who despise God and Christ:
--The Democrat party and ALL Democrats running for president--Hollywood,
Netflix, Amazon Prime and all of the dominant streaming content producers--The
pop culture music industry--Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube and all the tech giants--Modern medicine, which feeds on baby parts
while pushing vaccines that contain aborted human fetal tissue (turning every
vaccine into a cannibalism blood ritual)--The Vatican and the Pope, who is a
direct servant of Satan--Every level of government, from local city councils to the
federal deep state in Washington D.C.--The children’s books industry, including
the Harry Potter series--The global banking cartels, which are all owned and run
by pedophiles and child blood harvesters--Universities and public schools.
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.

Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
+1+ 5G: The Big Picture - Increasingly Intense Exposure of the Natural
Environment & All Living Creatures, Including Ourselves, to More & More
Electromagnetic Radiation
Monday, April 29, 2019 5G From Space
In November of 2018, the United States Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
authorised the rocket company SpaceX, owned by the entrepreneur Elon Musk, to
launch a fleet of 7,518 satellites to complete SpaceX’s ambitious scheme to provide
global satellite broadband services to every corner of the Earth.
The satellites will operate at a height of approximately 210 miles, and irradiate the
Earth with extremely high frequencies between 37.5 GHz and 42 GHz. This fleet
will be in addition to a smaller SpaceX fleet of 4,425 satellites, already authorised
earlier in the year by the FCC, which will orbit the Earth at a height of
approximately 750 miles and is set to bathe us in frequencies between 12 GHz
and 30 GHz. The grand total of SpaceX satellites is thus projected to reach just
under 12,000.
There are at present
approximately two thousand
fully functioning satellites
orbiting the Earth. Some beam
down commercial GPS (or
“SatNav”), some provide TV,
some provide mobile phone
services, and some bounce
radar back and forth to produce
images for meteorologists and
military surveillance. The Earth
is thus already
comprehensively irradiated
from outer space.
But the new SpaceX fleets will
constitute a massive increase in the number of satellites in the skies above us,
and a correspondingly massive increase in the radiation reaching the Earth from

them. The SpaceX satellite fleet is, however, just one of several that are due to be
launched in the next few years, all serving the same purpose of providing global
broadband services. Other companies, including Boeing, One Web and Spire
Global are each launching their own smaller fleets, bringing the total number of
projected new broadband satellites to around 20,000 – every one of them
dedicated to irradiating the Earth at similar frequencies (fig. 1). 1
… what is really driving it is the creation of the conditions within which electronic
or “artificial” intelligence will be able to assume an ever greater presence in our
lives.
Why is there this sudden flurry of activity? The new satellite fleets are
contributing to a concerted global effort to “upgrade” the electromagnetic
environment of the Earth. The upgrade is commonly referred to as 5G, or fifth
generation wireless network. It has become customary in tech circles to talk
about the introduction of 5G as involving the creation of a new global “electronic
ecosystem”. It amounts to geo-engineering on a scale never before attempted.
While this is being sold to the public as an enhancement of the quality of video
streaming for media and entertainment, what is really driving it is the creation of
the conditions within which electronic or “artificial” intelligence will be able to
assume an ever greater presence in our lives.
Beyond the health effects there is another level altogether of what the roll out of 5G
actually entails. Read Dr. Naydler’s full article.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/5g-the-big-picture/5675977
5G Antennas in Your Backyard? - Join us on May 15th!
Many people are surprised when they discover that local government has no
control over the placement of small cell wireless antennas. Help us push back
against the deployment of small cells on May 15th. Visit https://5gcrisis.com/ for
details.
Play: https://youtu.be/Urgt7Ia2wcQ
MORE NEW SECRET DOCUMENTS | Government Keeps a List of 8 Million Names
May 5, 2019
Edward Snowden has just made that abundantly clear to the entire world…
So, if that list contained 8 million names all the way back in 2008, how big might it
be today?
Michael Snyder has provided details on Main Core, a list of some 8 million or
more names compiled by the CIA and U.S. intelligence. The individuals on the
Main Core list, he writes, will be rounded up after the Constitution is suspended
and martial law imposed.
Main Core is not a secret. Snyder points to a Wikipedia entry describing the
database. Main Core is the code name of a database maintained since the 1980s
by the federal government of the United States. Main Core contains personal and
financial data of millions of U.S. citizens believed to be threats to national
security. The data, which comes from the NSA, FBI, CIA, and other sources, is
collected and stored without warrants or court orders.

The database’s name derives from the fact that it contains “copies of the ‘main
core’ or essence of each item of intelligence information on Americans produced
by the FBI and the other agencies of the U.S. intelligence community.”
Senator Feinstein, Rep. Mike Rogers and the apologists for high-tech tyranny
insist the NSA’s Prism and Boundless Informant are about protecting us from
terrorists. If you are a student of history, however, you will realize this is
nonsense.
If you know anything about Continuity of Government measures implemented
following September 11, 2001 and earlier programs like Rex 84 and Operation
Garden Plot, you already have a sneaking suspicion the NSA’s massive
surveillance operation has nothing to do with al-Qaeda. It’s about collecting data
on American citizens, specifically the eight or so million compiled in the Main
Core database.
Following Edward Snowden’s revelations on the NSA, Washington’s Blog posted
a quote from investigative journalist Christopher Ketcham, who wrote five years
ago that our private information . . .seems to be fair game for collection without a
warrant: the e-mail addresses you send to and receive from, and the subject lines
of those messages; the phone numbers you dial, the numbers that dial in to your
line, and the durations of the calls.
The Internet sites you visit and the keywords in your Web searches; the
destinations of the airline tickets you buy; the amounts and locations of your
ATM withdrawals; and the goods and services you purchase on credit cards. All
of this information is archived on government supercomputers and, according to
sources, also fed into the Main Core database.
Ketcham of Radar Magazine arrived at the following conclusion, well before the
New York Times and the rest of the corporate media reported the latest revelation
about the NSA and peddled the lame excuse that it is all about saving us from
stereotypical Muslim terrorists who hate us for our freedom.
There exists a database of Americans, who, often for the slightest and most trivial
reason, are considered unfriendly, and who, in a time of panic, might be
incarcerated. The database can identify and locate perceived “enemies of the
state” almost instantaneously. He and other sources tell Radar that the database
is sometimes referred to by the code name Main Core.
https://amg-news.com/so-if-that-list-contained-8-million-names-all-the-way-backin-2008-how-big-might-it-be-today/?fbclid=IwAR0-7u9EMRT7FqLaq6O4tjz0v80wVas-LRUUnhv0KrFlwiXV4CQVmFIxdA
Mark Of The Beast: Big Tech Censorship Reaches Biblical Levels
Play from 54 seconds: https://assets.infowarsmedia.com/videos/4201a8c4-10d645d4-8da6-5835281cedfb.mp4
Related:
Christian ministry gets FBI visit
Facebook allowing platform to genocidal anti-Christian cleric
SEC Gives Permission to Mastercard to Refuse Service to Conservatives
Democrats preparing ultimatum for people of faith 'Change your … practices or
face government punishment'

Target pushes for U.S. government to punish churches and Christian business
owners
BBC admits, Christian persecution ‘at near genocide levels’
The Muslim American Society Islamic Center is teaching their kids to kill for
Allah…right here in America! Shocking video of children in Philadelphia Muslim
Society: 'We will chop off their heads' for Allah The Muslim American Society
(MAS) Islamic Center in Philadelphia posted the video to its Facebook page
celebrating "Ummah Day" in which young children wearing Palestinian scarves
sang and read poetry about killing for Allah and the mosque in Jerusalem.
Warning Language: This Video Will Shock You To Your Core! Watch Then Share
ASAP! —Douglas Ducote Sr. [video]
Muslim Isis burns 19 Yazidi women to death in Mosul for 'refusing to have sex
with fighters'
LEBANESE GIRL GIFTS PIGGY BANK SAVINGS TO MUSLIM HEZBOLLAH CHIEF
TO 'GET A MISSILE'
Muslim Tells Christians: 'We Tried Warning You,' It's Time to 'Wake Up' about
Threat of Radical Islam
Why Censorship Will Get Much Worse! Trump Tweets While Rome Burns!
Richard Dolan does an excellent job of going over the desperate move by the
deep state to shut down all forms of dissent. They are using the terms “hate
speech” and “conspiracy theorists” and “fake news” as an excuse to destroy our
free speech guaranteed by our Constitution.
Play to 10:42: https://youtu.be/ES81R8ipzCw
The Killing Of Free Speech In America
Play: https://youtu.be/2MeKONQDl6Y?t=72
The Purge: Where's Trump??
Trump has federal law on his side. Through open forum laws and anti-trust
legislation, Trump has all needs to make the social media monopolies buckle.
Yet, as Rome burns, Trump is fiddling. The 2020 campaign has started and Trump
is going to lose if he lets the left illegally control the social media market.
Play: https://youtu.be/wbixGZaVwHA
If They're Correct, In 7 Months Trump Is About To Destroy Our Freedoms Forever!
Play from 6:59: https://youtu.be/abwoj7xwsek?t=418
+2+ What is the real economy doing? Real inflation numbers?
Play from 1:00 to 9:35: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/050319.mp3
Trump Most Likely Brain Damaged From NutraSweet / Aspartame -- Due to
Drinking Up to 12-15 Diet Cokes a Day
Play from 28:35 to 33:27: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/042919.mp3
Trump Being Controlled by the International Banking Cartel

Play to 22:03: http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/Ted_Broer/050119.mp3
Trump’s Fraud on Immigration Issues Are Assuring That Permanent Power Will
Be Handed to the Democrats!!!
May 1, 2019--by William Gheen-President of Americans for Legal
Immigration PAC
www.alipac.us
Share & Discuss this article + list
at (ALIPAC) .. (FACEBOOK
HERE) .. (TWITTER HERE) ..
(GAB HERE)
As unprecedented numbers of
fake asylum seeking illegal
immigrants flood America due
to President Donald J. Trump's Catch and Release Presidential directives and
numerous broken campaign promises on immigration issues, the Democrats are
now gaining enough illegal voters to take full and permanent control of the White
House, US Senate and House, Supreme Court, and all future US laws and
policies.
President Trump campaigns like a populist but governs like a globalist, and he
has conducted a great bait and switch fraud upon the American public regarding
the immigration issues American voters list as their greatest concern.
Each night, the thousands of illegals being assisted into America by the US
Border Patrol and Department of Homeland Security increase the chances Trump
loses in 2020 and Republicans lose control of the US Senate because there are no
safeguards to prevent illegals and non-citizens from voting in US elections.
Most Americans Still Don't Know That Our Border Patrol Agents and Troops are
Escorting Illegals Into America under Trump's orders!
There is simply a Yes or No box on the voter registration forms, and DMV display
screens asking, "Are you a US Citizen?" and anyone who says "yes" gets a voter
registration card because no government agency checks the federal citizenship
databases on the county, state, or federal level. Non-Citizen voters are already
putting Democrats in power in many states, counties, and districts without the
slightest hindrance or knowledge by government employees and elected officials.
We know from the example of Reagan's disastrous 1986 Amnesty how non-citizen
illegal Democrat voters turned the once Republican state of California into a permanent
socialist Democrat stronghold. We also know from numerous surveys and observations
that non-citizens vote overwhelmingly for the Democrat Party candidates due to racebased identity politics and access to government benefits from our zombie federal
government.
Our zombie federal government should have ceased to exist financially sometime
before the year 2001. No American individual or business would be allowed to go
into the levels of debt our government has entered, where they now print more
money through the process they call "quantitative easing." Our American zombie
government is still alive, animated by printing money and foreign global socialist

debt masters who keep the corpse animated as we the people of America read in
horror each day about how our zombie government fails us and doesn't do the
things we want, like protecting our borders and repelling illegal immigrants, while
doing lots of things we hate like lying to us and spying on us all the time.
Donald J. Trump has become the latest liar in chief to occupy the White House
after conducting what is perhaps the greatest fraud of all upon the American
public who tried desperately to elect someone who says the things which are
needed to save America and Americans.
And while many American patriots are fighting hard to educate more Americans
about Trump's broken campaign promises, hold Trump accountable and pressure
him to honor his promises, and stop the soon to be released Jared Kushner
crafted Amnesty bill, many Trump supporters fill the cybersphere with excuses
for Trump.
Lots of Ever-Trumpers claim that President Trump's hands are tied by Democrats
and lower court judges. While it is true that some lower court judges have made
wild political rulings directing the President to release illegals with minors in their
care after three weeks, there are not court orders mandating the Presidential
directives of catch and release.
Catch and Release is an insane Presidential directive from the Bush and Obama
administrations which Donald Trump promised to end if elected. Trump could end
Catch and Release today with a phone call simply ordering our Border Patrol to
stop releasing illegals and quickly repatriate them to Mexico or their country of
origin.
America is not under the rule of lower courts, and the Executive Branch under
Donald J. Trump is under no onus to honor lower court rulings when it comes to
his execution of the existing immigration and border laws passed by Congress.
Only the US Supreme Court and a two-thirds vote by Congress have the power to
override Presidential policies, and it is time for us to all end this pretense that
America's laws, policies, and citizens are subject to Obama appointed activist
judges.
Catch and release is not a law and is not a court order. It is a Presidential
directive sustained by President Donald J. Trump.
At this point, Americans should seriously consider demanding the US Border Patrol be
withdrawn from the border because that might slow illegal immigration down since the
Border Patrol is currently acting like Uber drivers, picking up illegals from where the
drug cartels drop them off.
There are even reports that illegal aliens are getting angry at how long they must
wait for Border Patrol to come and carry them into their new lives, work permits,
and socialist state benefits in America.
More and larger illegal alien caravans are forming because President Donald J.
Trump is letting them into America while attempting to mislead his followers on
the issues.
Trump falsely told America he was ordering DHS to repel the caravans.. He later
claimed they had stopped the caravans but the caravans were only stopped at the
Mexican border so they could take them into America in groups of 60-100 at a
time.

I believe this was done because cameras catching a large group of illegals
proudly breaking through the gates into America, as they did on Mexico's
southern border, could be
enough to finally ignite a
political revolt against Trump
and the globalist agenda he
serves.
These illegal caravans are
Trump Caravans coming to
America for Trump's Catch
and Release Amnesty policies.
If you listen to Trump carefully
or read his numerous Tweets,
you will see Trump blaming
Mexico, Democrats, judges,
anyone and everyone but
himself for these outrages at
our border. Trump wants us to believe it is everyone else's fault and
responsibility but his own, when in truth the illegal immigration buck stops with
Trump!
The President of the United States is commanded by Article IV of the US
Constitution to protect all states from invasion, and President Donald J. Trump is
obviously not doing that!
Top 10 List of Trump's Broken Campaign Promises
1. Trump reversed his campaign position of reducing legal immigration levels and
now supports raising legal immigration levels according to his State of the Union
Speech of Feb 5, 2019. Trump also signed a legal immigration increase of
unskilled H2B visas in the Amnesty containing secret budget bill H.J.Res. 31. New
reports indicate his son-in-law Jared Kushner's new immigration legislation will
contain more legal immigration increases that will harm American workers.
2. Trump promised caravan illegals could not come into the USA. (Caravan
illegals allowed to enter the US under Trump's Catch and Release directives.)
3. Trump promised to end Obama's unconstitutional DACA Amnesty on his first
day in office. (Trump continues DACA Amnesty giving deportation protection and
jobs to more than 700,000 illegal aliens in violation of existing federal laws!)
4. Trump promised to oppose Amnesty. (Trump endorsed Amnesty legislation HR
4760, signed Amnesty for illegal immigrant minors in the secret budget bill
<< H.J.Res. 31, He tweeted he was open to larger Amnesty on Jan 20, 2019, and
has deployed his son-in-law Jared Kushner to cut a deal with Democrats to give
Amnesty to millions of illegals.)
5. Trump promised an Executive Order to end birthright citizenship for illegals to
rally his base just before the 2018 elections. (No Order Issued.)
6. Trump promised all illegals, including DACA recipients, would go home.
(Trump now supports Amnesty via HR 4760 and HJ Res 31 which allows most
illegals to stay.)
7. Trump promised DHS would clean up elections fraud when he canceled the

Kris Kobach led Commission On Elections Integrity. (No DHS Action.)
8. Trump promised to end Sanctuary Cities. (No Action on that and now Trump
delivers more illegal aliens to Democrat strongholds where they receive
maximum taxpayer benefits and protection from deportation.)
9. Trump promised to end catch and release of illegals. (Catch and release
continues.)
10. (UPDATE FEB 18, 2019 TRUMP SIGNED EMERGENCY ORDER)-- Trump said
he would declare an emergency and have the military build the wall. (No action till
Feb 18, 2019) Trump's border wall promise remains 90% broken.
As you can see from these ten painful facts above, President Donald J. Trump is
conducting the largest fraud ever committed upon the American public.
We thought we were electing another President Dwight D. Eisenhower, but we got
another GW Bush because Trump's immigration policies and legislative agenda
are very similar to the Bush administration.
We need all Americans to come to terms with these betrayals and begin to
organize rapidly to defend against these policies and the new legislative Amnesty
push coming from the White House.
We all need to fight illegal immigration, Amnesty, and the North American Union, harder
than ever before and inform as many remaining Trump supporters as possible about
how they have been used and lied to by a Republican once again.
With lifelong Democrats like Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump running the show in the
White House and espousing plans to run for President as Democrats one day it makes
many of us wonder... Was Trump ever really a Republican at all or merely an actor
playing the role of a Judas Goat leading conservatives to our doom?
Please support our efforts by circulating this article and by contributing to our efforts to
get the truth out at...
https://www.alipac.us/donations/

